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General layout

 75 strips (4 cm width)/sector 
 16800 strips for F&B 

endcap KLM
 the longest strip 2.8 m; the 

shortest 0.6 m
 WLS fiber in each strip
 SiPM at one fiber end 
 mirrored far fiber end

~1% of total square dead zone due to 
inscription of rectangular strips in circle
similar to RPC

~4% of total square dead zone due to cables
and frugality on short strips
similar to RPC

< 1% of total square dead zone 
due to support structure + 
insensitive area due to reflective cover: 
0.25% (Vladimir strips) or 0.75% (FNAL strips)

ONE ENDCAP KLM SECTOR LAYER



Support 
structure

 The x-y I-beam profiles are welded together; segments are 
inserted from one side; then the assembled x-y net is screwed 
to the frame.

 Try to use the existing frame to 
reduce cost. 

 Add extra inner structure to support 15 
strips glued together into 5 segments in 
both x and y layers



Support structure

Full size aluminum frame prototype was produced in ITEP, 
I-profiles net is screwed to the frame 
filled with plywood mockup of scintillator segments edges.
The rigidity of the construction was checked by adding extra weight and trying to 
rotate the frame



Inner structure
No welding yet due to big size of 
the module and small door’s size 
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Slab from extruding machine sawed in 
rectangular strips with proper width 

~25 cm

Reflective cover is produced with 
chemical etching of strips surface (~50μm) 

Groove is than sawed in the middle of 
the strip (3mm depth)

~200 long strips are produced with this 
technique and delivered to ITEP. 
Sufficient to produce full endcap sector. 
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Vladimir’s strips 
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Fermilab strips has slightly 
(~15%) lower light yield. 10 mm 
width Fermilab strips equivalent 
to 7 mm width Vladimir strips. 
Thinner strips are better – lower 
bg rate (~ thickness)

However central groove is more 
convenient for gluing fiber to strip

~140 long strips of different length 
are delivered to ITEP. 
Sufficient to produce ½ endcap
sector. 

Fermilab strips 



Comparison of the strip producers (performance)

Vladimir, covered 
with white paper

Fermilab
Vladimir

Kharkov

Kharkov & Fermilab height = 10 mm
Vladimir height = 7 mm Light yield is ~ 1/sqrt{h}

The reflective cover in case of Vladimir strips is too thin (thicker cover is possible 
but it is not firm), covering with mat white paper increase light yield by 15% 

the figure is done using 
shorter strips, moved 
along the 3m WLS 
fiber



First tests

Gluing strips to substrate: the first tests show that MA500 glue (assumed in 
TDR and used by T2K for Fermilab strips gluing) spoils the diffractive cover 
of Vladimir strips (light yield is reduced by 15%) because of deep 
penetration. This glue is OK for Fermilab strips as their cover is thicker, and 
it is produced with co-extrusive technique.

Experience of another T2K group (INR, Russia, which produced another 
T2K subdetector using Vladimir’s strips) can be exploited. They used Russian 
glue ADV-23 and found that it is strong enough, while does not affect light 
yield. 

This glue is checked now at ITEP. It is also important to check if there is any 
restrictions in Japan on using some materials, which this glue (and optical 
gel) falls.  (Likely not, taking into account that T2K accepted this).

The results of the cosmics tests using long Vladimir’s and Fermilab’s strips 
will be ready by B2 open meeting. 



WLS fiber check

According to T2K experience there are defects in multiclading of Y11 fiber (1 
scratch per 100-200 m). A simple device was produced to reveal this defects: 
illuminate fiber with LED; search for light escape using 4 SiPM (surrounded 
fiber).

1 km WLS fiber (Y11 – D1.2mm) bought by KEK is available at ITEP for full 
size prototype.



SiPM housing
Should fix SiPM to fiber and strip (with 100 micron alignment between SiPM
and fiber). Produced after several iterations by Vladimir. It is checked that it 
provides strong fixation. (Important! SiPM’s pins are made of magnetic 
material, though the amount of this material is tiny).

 Glue fiber to the housing (part I)
 Polish fiber end together with housing edge.
 Glue part I to the strip end (no good alignment required).
 Put rubber spring and SiPM to part II.
 Fasten part II to part I.



Electronics

 Endcap KLM is isolated and quiet place → may work without preamplifiers, 
provided the readout board is located near endcap.
• If the barrel also needs some partial upgrade with scintillator modules we 
should reconsider this to have common scheme, as BKLM is surrounded by 
cables is close to other detectors (RPC) → electronic noise may be dangerous, 
we need preamplifiers.
• Preamplifier design is made in ITEP, schematic is done by the Univ. of 
Hawaii, production by Hawaii or VPI.
• The most important issue now is funding: US funding for B2 starts in 2011, 
while we need a working prototype already by the end of this year. Can KEK 
help to resolve this difficulty?

One twisted pair
Easy access
Pick-up noise may be a problem

More cabling
Extra space and support
Impossible to replace
Radiation hardness?



Production of the full size sector

All necessary materials are available at ITEP. Electronics is still a problem 
(mostly funding) 
The final tests of all operations are running now
Plans: 
- Produce all segments (for x and y layers made of Vladimir strips + one layer 
made of Fermilab strips) by November 2010
- Cosmics tests of the segments during November 2010
- Send segments to KEK (December 2010)
- Mounting to the frame at KEK and check compatibility with electronics
- Try to install in the gap (January 2011) 

After this tests will be ready for mass production (still funding to be discussed)



Comments on barrel upgrade with scintillator strips

If the background studies show that few innermost barrel layers have too low 
efficiency, the only possibility to recover this is to replace them with scintillator
strips modules. We have considered three options:
- do not touch anything if only the first layer suffers too much. Another 
alternative to replace the first layer with dead shield looks not very promising: 
besides extra hard work on replacement and risk to damage other layers, the 
first active layer even with 50% efficiency looks better than 0% from the 
shielding layer even if the second layer is completely recovered.
- replace few (3-5) layers: will cost 0.3-0.5k$. Can be made of Fermilab strips 
(to minimize the manufacturing ) + extra polyethylene substrate for shielding 
outer layers. 
- full barrel replacement: main concern by Leo is possible aging problems of 
RPC: up to now none of RPC has shown any sign of ageing, however the 
intrinsic lifetime of RPC is unknown. On the other hand, nobody also knows 
about lifetime of scintillator-based modules, while the cost for full replacement 
will be as much as ~2M$, and there is no manpower for barrel construction, 
assuming the present tight schedule. 


